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Address by the Rt. Hon. F. Enoch Powell, T,TP to the

II/ 	 Central London Branch of the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors, Great George Street, London SWI

at 6.30 pm, Friday 21 Parch 1980

The subject on which you originally invited me to address ,

was "The Crash of 1984". I womewhat jibbed at this, because I am un-

aware of the events of 1984, in which the present parliament reaches

its statutory maximum life, and ouined that I could do no more than

discourse on the real and imaginary economic dangers of the next four

years. Even thus denuded of its apocalyptic garb, the subject is

still a fearsome one. Some fears are indeed by nature imaginary,

since they rest upon radical misconceptions of economic and politica
real

reality; but experience witnesses that we are very bad judges of -Pee

dangers which will be most serious in four or five years' time.

propose therefore to identify what I regard as the inheren

unreal dangers, and then to describe the real dangers which in my
the

opinion might, though not necessarily will, be uppermost in/coming

The unreal dangers cluster round the popular concept of com-

petitiveness, and the deductions drawn from Liritain's supposed

ttuncompetitiveness". These ran e from dire predictions of national

bankruptcy to threats of this country being "unable to feed ite,e1'

or becoming "de-Ind0.stsie7-:sed" Bank=ptcy is of course a mo nun

irr-plicable to a ration suc::1as ours, or indeed to any nation,

unless it is in the position of B,gypt or China in the 1 th century,

whereby the creditors EC the country actually put in receivers by

brute force and take ever fun coll-ctlen of taxes %nd evcn tho

ef the country. would do well, therfore, to ior;7et notjorls of

nkrui.,tc:y or insolvricy, and concentrate _Lrastead upon analysis of

the alleged "uncompetitiveness".

Tt =ppears that this means that m,ore man-hours, or 7hatev

measure of human effort is adoT-Jtod, are reqeiired h=o to turn out

72177enauantum, of certeir ads - vrtcles than in other ound-ies,
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called "competitor countries". This has in fact been true of the ea_

1,I), ison between :Britain and the United States since the first half of

the 19th contury, when parliamentary investigators were actually sent

across the itlantic to find out how the Americans did it and why

Britain was "uncompetitive". Though like is not always compared wim.

like in these exercises in international comparison, I dare say that

a very large number of genuine such cases could be produced today,

ranginp: from France and Germany to Japan.

What is wron=:_- is not so much the comparison of productivity

the deductionsdrawn from that comparison as to the commercial and

economic consequences. The outside world has continued to trade, an:1

to trade to mutual advantage, with the United 7tates despite the

unfavourable ratios of r,,:spectivo productivity. Tho reaso7q is two-

fold. First, the superiority o± the Lnitea States _Ln productivity is

not uniform: in some industries the q.,.ap between it and other counL2Ls

is wider than in others. It therefore pays the Americars instead of

proCiucing everythin,o themselves to concentrate upon the whole on

those forms of production where their superiority is greatest and to

"farm out" (so to speak) to others the tasks where their lead is less,

even though they could produce the ioods in question more efficientl-,"

thergelves if they set out to do so. The second reason runs concue

ly with the first. The exchare,7e rate between the dollar and other

currencies stands at a level whereby, translated into dollar terms,

the goods of which the producten is "farmed out" c,an be sold mo-'-'6

cheaply in the United States than the corresrJondin7 home products.

This point about the exch=ge rate ouht not to need much

elaboraton at a trne when British manufacturers and exporters are

loudly comulaining that the rise in the exche_nge rate of sterlin  

made their goods "uncom7Detitive". 'They do not of course mean that

their own productivity - their manheurs per ton, or whatever - hae

--- Ilen since the exchLne rate of sterlin4 roe°. They are in fact

declarin:7: (thou,7h, thcy do not seem to r,_alise it) that the suPposed
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4111linh between productivity and competit
iveness isnonsense.

411 The exchane rate contains the answer to the apparent parade:7,

If identic7 goods were being produced at widely differing efficieno:

in different parts of the United Kin7dom or ifthe United T:ingdom anC

Germany, or Japar,or, the United States,,:=e part of a single politic-T

unit with a single currency, then of course the less efficient pro-

ducers would be knocked out. That is why Germany is so keen for

Eritain to go into the European Monetary Systom, so that it can wi
But

out the British industries with which it is in competition. /a ci:_stc:

union without a common currency - or, put it another way, free trade

combined with a free exchange rate - enablarproduction to be carried

advantageously on in different countries at different,perhaps widel:

different,levels of efficiency. When the Lancashire cotton manu-

facturers demanded at the end of the last century to be protected

against Eombay, it was not 7ndjan officency that frightened them but

the exc'ciange rate of the rupee.

Of course 2 the standard of livirn77, so far as that is

measurable in terms of productivity (a very important and far-reacili:

qualification), will be relatively lower in Britain,or rise more slo:ly

in Britain,than in countries where productivity is higher or increco—

irg faste-r. We never felt either surbris-d or outraged by the
howe,ver

riaterial affluence of the Americans. What we need not fear,/so

as we remain a nation with our own currency and allow the exchano

rate of that currency to move freely, is that our inferior brodunty

or our "uncompettiveness" (if we mr silly 1-Lough to describe it so)

will drive us out of international trade, or impoverish us, or de-

industrialise us or ledve us without the means to imbort fond. I11

these are bogies to be relejated to the world of Hans 11:fidPrsen.

If these are not the r,-al dangers, whnt ore? You may be sur-

prised if 1 say th;:-t they are social and political rather than

ecnomic or, more precisely, economin in their form but social and

I will classify thm under two rubrics -

-!nflation,and the loss of ecnnemic independence.
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o It is extremely easy and tempting to exaggerate the oconcmf

illects of inflation. Nations, such as Japan, have in the last

generation achieved striking economic success at the sarr, time as

goinp: through severe bouts of inflation.  i2±11,-- exchanr-ze rate

free, the tortures which differential rates of inflation as betwee

Britain and other countries obliged us to inflict upon ourselves in

order to maintain a fixed parity need not be repeated nor need the

collective sense of humiliation which accomPanied them. J:dmittedly,

inflation by its nature alternately accelerates and decelerates,

and the deceleration has unpleasant side-effects, such as a rise in
lyqt

unemployment and a certain economic dislocation; /the true evil of

inflation, as we have seen in thase last years, is the incessant con.-
only belatedly/

flict which it causes between the groups whose relative p"osition is/

adjusted to the altered value of money,at differing intervals and ...t

differing rates. This conflict has increasingly threatened -t:

division of society along class lines and the destruction of the

authority of government and the courts.

We are just at this moment oassing through what may bellath

of critical decision. I:ly fear, not ricessarily dated to 1984 but

rene the less acute for that, is that lf government should fail in

this next tv:-elve months to regain control over the expenditure and

debt-creation of the state, the momentwhen that is still oracticoic

may have passed by. In that event the resumption of inflation at

levels ecualing and exceeding tho:-e c' the mid 1970's will be resul,

with results, in terms of ihdustrial a:a Social onorchy, out of all

comparison with what we have aperiehced hitherto. 7he practical

difficulty and the political trhvail of restoring social cohesion 7

national self-confidence at the end of that shase would be oroportich-

ately greater. 7nflation can create strain,3 to which no politic._

syst-om, however stable, is c-:u__1.

come to th S.,1-L'T': dng-r. Tt Y::2 eai tht after the cohd
th7.t

7::orld Warrritain had lost or empire andidtled to find a rolc:.
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lorc,:ipared to say that s'inco 1972 Britain has ceased to be a natc,

4IVed to be-comea province. Brita-i'q's membership of the E.E.C.

701;ile, make sense if, but only if, we accepted the implications Cf

complete absorption, economic and political, into the new conti 7


state. he should then be a region, with all the advantages and (7:-

L..dvantages,such as those accepted by Yalcs or Ulster as part of the

United Kingdom. Since,however, predictably and ineluctably, we
L-1.

not prepared to be a province but continue to behavP as if we wore a

nation, the economic conseauencs are disastrous and must 1Dcomc, :2C-

2.resively  more so. We are forced into a pattern of tradinE which

fits well the continental system of maximum self-sufficiency and hiph

cost agriculture but bears no relation to the British economy. 'Jo

are deprived of control of our national assets in agriculture an3

fisheries and,increasingly, in disposal of our sources of enenTy.

h'J.ve exchanged our external co=ercial autonomy for a common polio:,

in forming which we can novor have more than a small minority voice -

often a minority of one. On top of all the rost, wo are a net cc-

tributor to the rest of the Community - visibly in the form of our

i7,-rowing net payment, invisibly in the price and trade disadvantos

inherent for us in membership.

Thre is, besides, something elso, intangine and unprov=o

but lionetheless a reality and tho greatest reality. Economic per-

formance ig connected with soclal self-consciousness. Men and wono_

in real life do not work and produce as selfish, autonomous, atomic

units. They give the best of which capable only under the

pressure and inspiration of a sense of identity - of the oinswer to

Churchill's historic question "':That sort of ceople do thy think we

Wc,  cannot give a satisfying response to that question oi -

seauently, to our economic environment, so long as we have to 1D,,

that the answer is: "Thu are rn lon,=-Ter a nation and you must :hurr:

	

become a European prov-'nce." Unleistakatly the crisis pef_: ie

asero:_ - that conflict, hitherto euppre -rd
, ,
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-oecomes open and conscious. Thc celebrted "decline of Britain",

41,ch is far more subjective than objective, is unstoppable until

that crisis has been reached and resolved. It looks at present as

if the turnin,c7 point may arrive before 1984. Who knows if it will -

be the pivot of the next senera1 elotion , in or before that yeLr'7


